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INTRODUCTION 
Proteomics is a branch of bioinformatics that suffers from the following major challenges; 
 

(a) State of the art algorithms are often implemented as highly idiosyncratic tools and 
typical analyses need to make use of many such tools. 

(b) Workflows for proteomics analyses are inherently complex, and often require 
customisation for particular institutional setups or experiments 

(c) Very few high quality visualisation tools exist for Proteomics data, and most existing 
tools are strongly tied to commercial closed source platforms. 

 
In our poster we describe our general approach to solving these problems. The approach is 
based on three major components.  
 
 

COMMANDLINE INTERFACE 
Protk is a small layer of software written in ruby that captures idiosyncracies in a suite of 
underlying tools and data formats.  Protk provides a command line interface that is 
consistent between tools and can easily be used as the basis of building user-facing GUI 
tools. 
 

 
Figure 1: Shows where Protk sits in a typical Proteomics software stack 

 

WORKFLOWS 
On top of Protk we have built a set of wrappers to allow Proteomics tools to be run within 
Galaxy.  Galaxy is a tool execution framework with a strong emphasis on easy workflow 
management, as well as data and workflow sharing.  Galaxy also has support for interfacing 
with external web-based visualisation tools, and has allowed us to provide an integrated 
data analysis, visualisation and workflow environment for Proteomics.   
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Figure 2: A complex Proteomics analysis implemented as a Galaxy workflow  

 
 

VISUALISATION 
The final component of our tool suite for Proteomics analysis is a web-based visualisation 
application. Protviz includes views for Protein, Peptide and raw spectrum level data.  It can 
be used as a standalone tool, but is more useful if integrated with Galaxy as an external 
visualisation application. 

 
Figure 3: A screenshot from Protviz, showing a list of identified Proteins and Peptides 
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